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Abstract 
Modern warfare has increasingly evolved to include multiple 
variants and generations of platforms and participants, including 
coalition partners, which are hosting and exchanging information 
spanning a wide range of classification/caveat/compartment 
levels. Most systems in the test and training environment do not 
provide data protection, or at best a single level of protection. 
This has led to the need for Multi-Level Security (MLS), which 
brings a new set of technical and operational challenges. 
To address these new testing challenges, Rockwell Collins has 
developed a modular and scalable solution for high-assurance 
MLS test and training. The solution takes advantage of several 
Multiple Independent Levels of Security (MILS) technologies 
along with a focus on modularity and composability across the 
solution. The solution’s innovative approach enables customers to 
cost effectively transition from unclassified to single level/system 
high and ultimately to MLS to add levels of encryption to protect 
the test and training data against outside threats and partition the 
data in the system to selectively share data across multiple 
classification/caveat domains while simultaneously addressing all 
of the information assurance challenges, including cyber security, 
facing us today. This paper will present the solution and discuss 
how existing ranges can quickly deploy the solution in a phased 
manner enabling a smooth progression from unclassified to 
system high and eventually MLS through configuration changes 
which do not require new hardware or software. 
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Introduction 
As information sharing becomes more important to the 
operational concepts of test and training, the ability to manage 
information across multiple domains and classification levels will 
be imperative. Range operations today routinely take the approach 
referred to as system high and classify all data at the highest level.  
This approach avoids the perceived hassles that come with 
processing at multiple security levels, but ultimately is too 
restrictive.  Some operational concepts demonstrate an increasing 
demand to train and fight with participants who may not have 
access at the highest security level.  Current test and training 
range systems are also becoming obsolete and unable to support 
future, complex functionality, and information sharing.  Test and 
training communities require a system with a flexible architecture 
to dynamically support these future missions.  A new system must 
include the ability to handle multiple, simultaneous missions, 
provide data security across multiple classifications and caveats, 
allow interoperability with coalition partners, and allow a wide 
range of user-defined messages to be broadcast and/or recorded 
during the mission. In addition, the range system of the future 
should allow for extended range operation, easily utilizing 
components from other ranges. The ability to facilitate a mission 
where participants can operate on multiple ranges without landing 
to change mission parameters and cryptographic keys is a reality. 

The solution to address modern test and training and Live Virtual 
Constructive (LVC) interoperability issues indicates that 
implementing a layered assurance approach to range 
instrumentation is an ideal solution.  Such an implementation 
must be designed into the system from the beginning rather than 
applied as an afterthought.  This system security solution must 
include significant security-related functionality distributed across 
the system. High assurance/robustness of the solution is critical to 
address these issues. 



 
Figure 1 MILS Range Implementation 

However, cost and schedule viability are a serious consideration 
as with any modern military development effort. This paper 
describes a solution which is based upon a fielded highly 
configurable architecture that facilitates the principles of 
embedded layered assurance, the ability to operate multiple 
simultaneous missions, and inclusion of coalition participants. All 
of the security elements described in this paper have completed 
their individual certification efforts (e.g. NSA Type 1, Common 
Criteria, etc.). The system-level solution is rapidly maturing and is 
in the process of completing accreditation as part of its fielding. It 
is rated at TRL7+. 

Subsystem OV-1 
The graphic below shows the Operational View of the Test and 
Training system.  It shows the new range system interfacing with 
legacy and weapons systems, using updated encryption 
technology including MILS, increased data throughput, improved 
reliability, and extended range operation through aircraft to 
aircraft relay.  

 
 
 

Overview of the Problem Area 
The range system solution seeks to resolve the Test and Training 
Range dilemma that utilizes the system high approach to data 
classification.  Data collected by the instrumentation packages of 
participants may include information from sources that are 

classified at higher levels dependent upon the aircraft/weapons 
systems.  Without an implementation that sorts the data, all data is 
treated at the highest level of classification.  This precludes those 
cleared at lower levels from sharing that data.  A comprehensive 
solution is required to sort/route data that can be shared to include 
generational participants as well as coalition partners.   

Testing 
Modern military ranges are testing with a variety of platforms that 
can each host and share information at a wide range of 
classification/caveat/compartment levels. For example, 5th 
generation platforms (e.g. F-35) and 4th generation platforms (e.g. 
F-18) have communications links, weapons, and sensors that are 
processing data at different levels of security thus requiring 
different keys and infrastructure at the range to support tests with 
each platform. However, these participants must share a common 
high throughput data link.  In addition, the support personnel 
working with platforms also have limits on clearance and “need to 
know.” Multiple test missions may be simultaneously occurring at 
the range and different sets of personnel will be accessing 
different sets of the information which is flowing around the range 
on a common infrastructure. System operation with the variety of 
data classifications and be designed to provide the most effective 
implementation that separates and protects the information 
gathered during the various missions. 

Training 
A typical training scenario will include 3rd, 4th, and 5th 
generation platforms, as well as Unmanned Aerial Systems 
(UAS), and coalition partners, each with different security levels 
and requirements for exchange. The weapons being simulated also 
have a wide range of classification levels. Datalinks and sensors 
have a variety of performance parameters and capabilities which 
also span a number of classification levels. Additionally, the 
desire to interoperate with coalition partners and the requirements 
continue to expand. The current state of training exercises results 
in segregated information flows that could lead to a reduction in 
safety as well as training effectiveness by keeping necessary 
information from being shared between the participants who need 
it the most. 

Common Problem 
This discussion leads to the need for a test and training system 
that features an architecture that implements an MLS information 
exchange solution that enforces the operational security 
requirements, but enables testing and training to be performed 
efficiently and successfully. In order to test or train effectively in 
modern environments, one must be able to affordably control the 
flow of information among the players while ensuring that all 
information (which must be exchanged) is supported in a timely 
manner. In addition, the ranges often want a low impact scalable 
solution that supports system-high (at a single-level) through 
certified MLS operation. 

Transition Plan for the New System 
An important element in the transition from the existing range 
system to any new system is a gradual change.  The existing range 
system is proven and reliable while the new system is relatively 
unknown.  Continuing to use the existing system until the new 
system becomes trusted is important.  During the transition, some 
missions could be run using both system to allow comparison and 
even sharing of data.  The range users then have an opportunity to 

Figure 2 Test and Training Range Operational View 



complete a gentle learning curve and become familiar with the 
new system.   
The new system will provide advanced operational scenarios, 
moving from “no encryption” operation to System High 
operation, and eventually a multi-level or MILS operation.  The 
new system must provide a stepping stone from the existing 
operation to a new paradigm. 
In addition, the new system must provide backwards compatibility 
from legacy air and ground systems to the new system through 
data translation and flexible interfaces. 

 
Figure 3 Legacy Data Incorporation 

Value Proposition 
For any new system to be accepted and utilized, it must provide a 
benefit to the user.  To replace a trusted and reliable system, even 
one that is no longer able to support the current and future 
requirements, a new system must possess the desired functions 
and show superiority over the existing solution.  The new system 
should continue and advance the concept of modularity.  It should 
consist of functional building blocks that allow scalability and 
configurability to support current and future weapons systems.  
The system must be designed to include user-defined custom 
messages.  The system must be user-configurable from system 
high to MILS without software or hardware changes.  The system 
should be designed to support multiple cryptographic channels in 
one device rather than adding additional cryptographic modules 
for each application.  In addition, the system must be flexible to 
allow for accreditation preferences unique to ranges.   

Building Blocks 
The next generation range system employs building blocks to 
accomplish backwards compatibility, provides a modern range 
infrastructure to support today’s test and training needs, and is 
poised to continue to provide value and flexibility well into the 
future. These building blocks are based on planned range 
architecture concepts, including hardware and software 
modularity, miniaturization, reuse, and configurability, as well as 
a robust security implementation.  Incorporating architectural 
building blocks for security and radio frequency enable greater 
bandwidth and connectivity to the ground and other mission 
participants.  

 
Figure 4 Test and Training Range Building Blocks 

Hardware Modularity 
Modularity and miniaturization were extremely important 
concepts when laying out the architecture for the test and training 
range system.  Component miniaturization and modularity allow 
for better internal mounting flexibility.  Use of standard 
components as sub-system building blocks can simplify both 
development and operation of the system.  This concept of 
standardizing functionality is also extended to interfaces and 
messages.   

Highly Configurable System 
The system was designed to be configurable. Flexible 
configuration adapts to multiple Concept of Operations 
(CONOPS), including secure, remote, initialization capability, 
flexible key management, configurable security policies, and 
detailed audit log use for security and fault reporting.  The 
configuration determines the flow of data, controlling who is 
allowed to view data as determined by mission, classification, and 
caveat.  The architecture includes configuration for all system 
components including ground stations and all participants.  While 
setup is more complex than the current systems due to security, 
increased number of participants, and the ability to operate 
multiple simultaneous missions, it is also reliable and efficient. 

Security Architecture 
Current range systems allow for only a single security level to be 
utilized for any mission.  Therefore, all missions operate at 
UNCLASSIFIED or system high at the highest classification 
level. This limits the sharing of data between participants and 
observers on ground. The system is flexible to allow unclassified, 
system high, and MILS participants to operate in the same 
mission and share data without compromise of classified data.  
This innovative approach to MLS is the implementation of MILS, 
in which a single processing device is designed to perform 
encryption/decryption to secure the data.  The MILS system 



architecture then can segment and securely route data to the 
appropriate end user at each node in the network.  Modern 
security features include multi-channel Type 1 or 3 crypto, MILS 
data segregation, Cross Domain Solution (CDS) data sharing, and 
user-definable message flexibility. The architecture provides a full 
range of interoperability.  A programmable MILS architecture that 
is an integral part of the entire system allows participants at all 
classification levels, UNCLASSIFIED through TOP SECRET, 
including coalition partners, to participate in live monitoring and 
debriefing. 
 
Flexible, Scalable High Bandwidth Network 
A flexible, scalable high bandwidth network enables enhanced 
data transfer flexibility, control, and transmission capabilities 
including increased data capacity with a spectrally efficient 
datalink. The next generation range system should provide 
increased throughput with same bandwidth allocation as current 
systems.  It should support networked real-time data, open 
architecture, open standards, and Advanced Networks, Payloads, 
& Sensors. 

Programmable High Throughput Datalink 
The datalink is designed as a modular solution to allow flexibility. 
This modularity encompasses frequency ranges, scalable power 
output, inclusion of Type 3 encryption/decryption ability, and 
uplink, downlink, and peer-peer crosslink services.  The datalink 
enables high throughput data in L-band and S-band frequencies 
and allows alternate datalinks to be utilized for specific 
applications or for easy upgrade of datalink functionality without 
requiring recertification with the NSA.  Our modern datalink 
accounts for larger message payloads, selectable Power Output, 
extended frequency range, and hands free multi-hop relay. 

Custom Messages – User-Defined 
User-defined messages are messages that take data from multiple 
sources and build up a composite message from these sources.  
These custom messages can be defined by the system user to 
provide information that is not normally present.  This feature 
allows modern and future weapons systems information to be 
easily included in the training environment.  A mission operator 
can select specific information from the aircraft bus, build it into a 
composite message and use the information for mission analysis 
or debrief at the needed or appropriate security level. 

Transition from System High to MILS 
The next generation range system provides for more than a system 
high approach.  Using a fully integrated MILS system, it allows 
multiple generation participants to share data during a mission.  
Missions can use a MILS-based approach to support Multiple 
Single Level (MSL) and MLS information processing. The MILS 
processing implementation is scalable to support multiple system-
high/single-level partitions.  The system supports cross domain 
information flow through all-way guarding between enclaves. 

Accreditation 
The next generation range system is designed to meet security 
requirements and receive accreditation at the system level.  
Accreditation also occurs for each range installation. The security 
architecture was designed into the system from the beginning and 
the security implementation is flexible enough to satisfy the local 
requirements of individual ranges.   

SOLUTION DESCRIPTION 
The solution is structured as several architectural elements which 
are targeted at providing a modular solution focused on 
reusability across the ground infrastructure as well as 
airborne/mobile assets. The solution also takes advantage of 
previously evaluated elements which are composed in a layered 
manner to provide high assurance security at the system level 
based on these underlying building blocks. 

For a typical test or training application, the system of systems 
can generally be divided into two parts:  the ground-based 
elements (generally stationary), and the airborne or mobile 
participants. The airborne or mobile elements are usually attached 
to or installed in participant packages. These modular reusable 
elements have been packaged in a variety of form factors and can 
be re-packaged as needed to address a wide range of platforms.  

 
Figure 5 Test and Training Range Solution 

Our integrated training solution features: 

• Secure training system (5th to 4th generation) 
• 4-Channel NSA MILS Encryption 
• Networked real-time data 
• Open architecture 
• Open standards 
• User programmable/scalable 
• Supports 3rd party apps 
• New mission sets & threats  
• NATO participants 
• Integrates into existing system 
• Enables a virtual environment 
• Enables future growth 

 

System Description 
Airborne/Mobile Sub-Systems 
The program has developed three airborne participant sub-systems 
for test and training.  The first is an external airborne sub-system 
or Pod, designed to attach to the exterior of the platform.  Two 
versions of internal mount participants have been developed, the 
single-box air-cooled internal mount and the dual-box liquid-
cooled internal mount.  This collection of participants was 
designed, integrated, and tested to support the F-15, F-16, F/A-18, 
F22, and F35 aircraft, and can be readily adapted to support many 
other low and high dynamic aircraft.   



 
Figure 6 Common Module Approach 

Each of these airborne participants consists of a common set of 
modules.  These include the Participant Interface Module (PIM), 
the Multi-Channel MILS End Cryptographic Unit (ECU), a high 
throughput datalink, a high accuracy Time, Space, Position 
Information (TSPI), a data recorder, and power supplies.  The 
modular design allows these common elements to be utilized in all 
participants.   

Participant Interface Unit (PIU) 
 The PIU is a multi-level MILS 
processing environment supporting 
configurable interfaces (Fibre Channel, 
1553, Ethernet, Serial, and discretes). 
The separation kernel is a Common 
Criteria Evaluation Assurance Level 

(EAL) 6+ certified MILS Real-Time Operating System (RTOS) 
that hosts the multiple single-level enclaves and a modular NSA-
evaluated Cross Domain Guard (CDG) supporting TOP SECRET 
through UNCLASSIFIED information processing and flow 
control. The solution supports system-high operation with single 
or multiple channels as well as certified MLS operation for 
military users who do not need MLS or only want a path to MLS 
in the future.  

The PIU was designed to provide a small, lightweight, and low 
power module.  It measures 6 x 3.5 x 1 inch.  It weighs just 2.6 
lbs. 

This module works in concert with the KOV-74 End 
Cryptographic Unit (ECU) and the Multi-Channel MLS Mission 
Room Cross Domain Guard to provide appropriate information 
flow policy enforcement at the system level.  

 KOV-74 
The KOV-74 is a MILS encryption 
unit that abstracts the encryption 
from the datalink, providing 
datalink-agnostic encryption at the 
IP networking layer, similar to an 
IP router. The KOV-74 also 
provides data-at-rest encryption for 

on board storage of mission data in support of post mission 
processing.  The KOV-74 can be used in a myriad of ways.  The 
design supports single channel operation (only using one of the 
cryptographic channels), multi-channel system-high operation 
(using more than one cryptographic channel with key agility), or 
in multi-channel MLS mode so ranges can gradually transition to 

MLS in a phased approach. This cryptographic device provides 
MILS capable encryption that has completed NSA Type 1 
certification supporting simultaneous key handling of TS and 
below (TSAB) key material, as well as simultaneous 
encryption/decryption of multiple differing classification levels. 
The ECU measures 3.5 x 6 x 1.5 inch and weighs less than 2 lbs.   

High-Throughput, Datalink (HT-DL) 
The datalink network employs uplink, downlink, and peer-peer 
crosslink services with packet rates roughly 5 times greater than 
legacy pod-based range instrumentation. Relay routes are self-
forming, out to 4 hops. Manual routing can also be managed 
between user-selected nodes. Datalink range for a single-hop 
route is 100 nmi air-air, and 140 nmi air-ground. 

The datalink at 6.6 lbs. is 
miniaturized to roughly half the 
weight of existing equipment. The 
datalink is partitioned into a 
Transceiver Modem (TRM) 
module and a Power Amplifier 

(PA) module, measuring 6.6” and 11” in length, respectively, and 
each having a 3.5” x 1.4” cross section.  The TRM weights 2.1 

lbs. and the PA weighs 3.9 lbs. 
The datalink can be configured to 
support built-in Type 3 encryption for 
sensitive but unclassified operations. 
Because the Type 1 encryption is 
provided external to the datalink, the 
system is more modular to enable 

alternate datalinks to be utilized for specific applications or for 
easy upgrade of datalink functionality without requiring 
recertification with the NSA. 

Time Space Position 
Information (TSPI) 
Although not a part of the security 
functionality or layering of security, 
the TSPI is a critical element of any 
test/training system. The 
information feeds testing exercises 
as well as on-board weapon and 

threat simulations. Much like the datalink, by isolating this 
function to an independent element, the modularity, and 
composability of the system is enhanced. The TSPI leverages the 
high accuracy miniature Selective Availability Anti-Spoofing 
Module (SAASM) GPS and state-of-the-art Inertial Measurement 
Unit (IMU) technology tightly coupled together to provide Real-
Time Horizontal (x, y) and Vertical (z) position accuracy of 0.5 
meters RMS, Real-Time Horizontal (x, y) and Vertical (z) 
velocity accuracy of 0.03 m/sec RMS, and Real-Time Attitude 
accuracy of 0.1 degrees RMS. 
The TSPI module measures 0.45 x 4.12 x 3.05 inches, and weighs 
just 1.0 lbs. 

Power Supplies (PS) 
Two common power supplies are used in the airborne participant 
configurations. These power supplies receive the variety of 
aircraft power (dependent upon the aircraft type) from the aircraft 
bus and convert to the power needs of the participant.  The power 
supplies are compliant to MIL-STD-704. 



Ground-Based Sub-Systems 
For the most part, all ground elements are 19” rack mounted 
chassis; however, significant module-level reuse is achieved based 
on the airborne elements. 

Ground Control Sub-System  
The Ground Control Sub-System consists of several elements that 
work in concert to provide the User with a method of mission 
setup and control.  The main element is the System Control 
Workstation (SCW).  The SCW is a commercial computing 
platform hosting mission and participant management software, 
including configuration for ground and airborne elements, as well 
as key distribution.  Other elements supporting the setup and 
control of the mission include a number of Cross Domain Guards 
(CDG), an End Cryptographic Unit (ECU), a Datalink Controller 
(DLC), and various data translators to allow communication with 
legacy systems. 

Cross Domain Guard (CDG) 
 The CDG is 
based on the core 
processor used in 
the Airborne PIU 
and underlying 

Common Criteria (CC) EAL6+ RTOS and has been evaluated by 
the NSA. The CDG includes a scalable, rack mounted version of 
the PIU which is configured to support the filtering of information 
for mission and exercise debriefing rooms. This filtering is 
currently based on classification level/caveat as well as mission 
number.  Significant commonality was achieved between the PIU 
and the CDG. 

KOV-74 
This KOV-74 ECU is an identical module as used in the airborne 
application which has been rack mounted and connected between 
the Data Link Controller and the CDG. Generally, in a ground 
based application, this device can also be used to perform over-
the-air key distribution and rekey. It also supports two different 
modes: one mode where it can utilize a Crypto Ignition Key 
(CIK), and another where it supports CIK-less operation for 
remote participant ECUs based on over-the-air authentication to a 
CIK-ignited KOV-74 ECU. Generally, this module performs the 
communication to/from the CDG and the ground-based array of 
datalinks. 

Data Link Controller (DLC) 
The DLC is a commercial computing platform hosting software 
that enables management of both ground-based and participant 
package datalink modules, as well as the datalink network, 
including information flow to and from ground and airborne 
nodes. Each DLC hosts an EAL4 certified OS and conforms to 
DISA Security Technical Implementation Guide (STIG) 
guidelines for cyber security and is Cyber Initiatives Compliant. 
Thus they play a part in the security role of the layered security 
architecture.  

System Controller Workstation (SCW) 
The SCW is a commercial computing platform hosting mission 
and participant management software, including configuration for 
ground and airborne elements, as well as key distribution. Each 
SCW hosts an EAL4 certified OS and conforms to DISA STIG 
guidelines for cyber security. Each is allocated a port on the CDG 
which filters range traffic to and from the SCW. The SCW 

operates in a mode referred to as blind administration, (not 
accessing range participant traffic, but primarily focused on 
command and control functions that manage the range assets 
participating in exercises). The SCW also plays a part in the 
layered security architecture, as it is capable of managing 
encryption keys as well as performing other airborne/mobile and 
ground element configuration and control functions. 

Range Gateways 
A variety of flexible computing and networking equipment and 
associated protocol translation and formatting software/firmware 
are also key elements of the range system to enable inter/intra-
range operability and bridging to legacy systems. These range 
gateways operate on standard computer systems allowing a wide 
range of interoperability and backwards compatibility. 

Mission Room Workstation (MRW) 
The MRW is a commercial computing 
platform hosting mission management 
and debrief application software. Each 
MRW hosts an EAL4 certified OS and 
conforms to DISA STIG guidelines for 
cyber security. Each is allocated a port 
on the CDG which filters range traffic 
(live, recorded playback or a hybrid). The 
MRW also benefited from reuse of the 
functionality from the SCW which 

enabled cost and schedule efficiencies.  

Portable Test Set (PTS) 
The PTS is a man-portable miniature 
ground sub-system capable of supporting 
setup of Airborne Participants and 
mobility on the range to support wired 
remote operations, as well as 

configuration, test, and debug of airborne equipment spread 
across the range locale. Each PTS includes a ruggedized laptop 
computer that hosts an EAL4 certified OS and conforms to DISA 
STIG guidelines for cyber security. The PTS also leverages some 
common software from the SCW and MRW providing a cost 
effective functional and security implementation. The PTS also 
includes a KOV-74 ECU to provide encryption/decryption to 
support setup, test, and post mission functions. 

Remote Ground System (RGS) 
The RGS is a unit that includes a datalink and an 
optional weather sensor, along with the ability to 
remotely power manage the RGS elements. One or 
more RGS datalinks are used to provide area 
coverage for the ground-based DLC (Data Link 
Controller). The weather sensor augments accuracy 
when operating an RGS in a GPS-denied mode.  

Bringing it all together 
This solution for test and training ranges provides a 
complete range system that has data security 
embedded into the system.  The various layers of 
security all work together to provide a hardened 

multi-level information processing, storage, transmission, and 
handling system for test and training/LVC applications. The 
ability to integrate LVC into the range system has been 
successfully demonstrated where three constructive next 
generation threat systems were integrated with a live test flight.  



As previously stated, the system is unique in that it is one of the 
few systems in deployment that is leveraging the MILS principles 
across-the-board to support trusted separation of multiple security 
levels, trusted labeling, trusted cross domain guarding both high-
to-low and low-to-high, trusted encryption and decryption, and 
trusted routing.  
The next generation range solution allows more than 100 
participants to operate simultaneously in a single mission or 
multiple missions.  The instrumentation package hosts a datalink 
which supports communication to/from other participants and any 
ground control systems. As discussed earlier, the datalink also has 
integrated Federal Information Processing System (FIPS) 140-2 
certified (Type 3) encryption where sensitive but unclassified 
information is being communicated between participants and 
Type 1 encryption is not desired. This ensures that the system is 
always secure and confidentiality of data is maintained. 
The system allows the use of user-defined custom messages, to 
include a larger array of information to be captured from the 
aircraft in the test and training environments. 
In the Ground Sub-System, the RGS and DLC are utilized as part 
of the ground infrastructure to support a wide range of 
participants and datalinks communicating to multiple potential 
ground based entities across a very broad range.  
This architecture and implication offers a single solution that 
delivers the needs of both test and training and solves the 
problems discussed in this paper.  This solution is cost effective 
and provides the ranges with the range system designed to meet 
legacy, modern, and future needs. 

System Administration vs. Mission Control 
The next generation range implementation facilitates the system 
administration and separates the role from that of the operator and 
mission control.  The system administrator plans and configures 
the system for the mission(s).  Once that planning and 
configuration are complete, the system administrator can pass 
along the configuration information compiled during the mission 
planning and setup.  The mission operator role then assumes the 
baton and executes the mission. 
The mission control personnel are cleared for the level of data that 
is in the plan.  The mission control personnel create the custom 
message definition and ensure that it is sent to the airborne 
participant for use.  In addition, they setup any range gateways 
required for their classification and mission. 
The range system has been designed to establish security 
separation of mission data from the time of the mission setup.  
Data is sorted and routed in accordance with the Mission ID, Data 
Classification, and associated Caveat.  The operator does not see 
any mission data other than unclassified control and status 
information.  The Mission Control personnel only receive the data 
that their Mission Room is allowed to receive.  

Certified & Accredited  
All of the security elements described in this paper have 
completed their individual certification efforts (e.g. NSA Type 1, 
Common Criteria, and FIPS). Additionally, the system is 
deployed and has been accredited on several military ranges. All 
security documentation has been submitted in EMASS. 

Benefits And Advantages 
Custom User-Defined Message Capability 
The graphical user interfaces provide the capability to define 
custom messages. Separate definitions can be defined for separate 
aircraft host interfaces 1553 buses, Ethernet and Fibre Channel 
(FC). The system allows the operator to define Custom Messages 
to be sent to the ground and between two participants (crosslink). 
After the operator sends the appropriate message IDs and rates to 
establish the crosslink service the DLC will dynamically establish 
relays between participants to ensure the messages can be 
transmitted from the source participant to the destination.  This 
ability extends the amount of available information. 

Unclassified, System High, MILS 
The next generation range system is designed to support current 
legacy operation using UNCLASSIFIED data, system high 
operation at the SECRET classification level, and full MILS 
operation from UNCLASSIFIED through TOP SECRET over 
multiple channels.  System high and MILS operation requires the 
use of NSA Type 1 encryption to protect data traffic and storage.  
The NSA Type 1 crypto device used is a common ECU module 
that is used in the Ground Subsystem, participant packages, and 
Portable Test Set (PTS) for end-to-end cryptography from the test 
platform to the Ground Subsystem and onto the host range 
interfaces.   The system is designed to support no-ECU operation 
through use of an ECU Bypass module.  All UNCLASSIFIED 
data traffic is encrypted using a Type 3 encryption algorithm. 

Key Management & OTN Keying 
Key management provides the functional capabilities and 
necessary support to perform operations that require 
cryptographic and GPS key material.  All Participant Packages 
accept Type 1 and/or FIPS 140-2 cryptographic and GPS keys, 
and route them internally to the appropriate module (End 
Cryptographic Unit (ECU) or datalinks or GPS, respectively).  
Participant Packages using keys provide key status upon request 
and zeroize keys when commanded.  The command to zeroize 
keys may be sent to the participant via a message from the Ground 
Subsystem operator console or PTS.  Engaging the momentary 
contact switch will exert the Normal Zeroize discrete, removing 
all user keys.  The Participant Packages with or without an ECU 
may be keyed via a common key Fill port on the Participant 
Package, which ties to both the ECU and the GPS.  The Ground 
Subsystem accepts NSA Type 1 cryptographic keys, and routes 
them to the Ground End Cryptographic Unit (ECU). In the 
Ground Subsystem, NSA Type 1 cryptographic keys may only be 
loaded through a physical port. However, the Ground Subsystem 
may distribute cryptographic keys over-the-air to properly 
equipped Participant Packages.  The Over-the-Network Keying 
function can be used to transfer cryptographic keys from the GSS 
ECU or PTS ECU to Participant Package ECUs. The Over-the-
Network (OTN) Key transfer utilizes Benign Fill techniques to 
securely transfer the keys. This function allows the participants to 
operate on multiple ranges without the need to land and re-key. 

SUMMARY 
The Rockwell Collins solution provides an integrated layered 
implementation that includes a MILS architecture for modern test, 
training, and LVC. The solution includes a more robust network, 
the ability to expand the data through custom messages, higher RF 
bandwidth, and the ability to be backwards compatible with 
legacy systems through managing legacy interfaces.   



This solution takes advantage of layering and abstraction with a 
focus on modularity and composability to enable a cost effective 
implementation for a wide range of applications. The solution also 
takes advantage of several MILS building blocks to reduce 
Certification & Accreditation (C&A) cost, schedule, and risk. 
And, the solution supports a range of other modes of operation as 
needed by users (e.g. system-high, MSL, MLS). Finally, the 
solution described is not simply a proposed concept but is 
founded on Technology Readiness Level (TRL) 7+ products and 
technologies that have completed certification and are finishing 
accreditation through deployment for both domestic and 
international applications to solve MLS test, training, and LVC 
challenges. 
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